New Fusion Job Manager – Version 1.2.3

Epilog is pleased to release an updated version 1.2.3 of the Job Manager. There is not a new driver associated with this release of the Job Manager. Use the current Fusion print driver version 1.060 with this new Job Manager release. New Job Manager version 1.2.3 addresses the following:

1) Vector Sorting and Optimization capabilities have been added to the Fusion.
2) Bug fix. The auto focus value in the Job Manager was always 0 (Zero) regardless of the value sent from the driver. The Auto-Focus value in the Job Manager will now correspond to the value sent from the driver.
3) Resolves an issue with the 32-bit Job Manager that could prevent the Job Manager from operating in 32-bit environments.

1) **Vector Sorting/Optimization**

Vector Sorting/Optimization functions have been added to the Fusion Job Manager. Vector Sorting/Optimization is not available from the Fusion driver. The Vector Sorting/Optimization function addresses three different aspects of processing vectors:

- **Optimize** – Processes complex vector jobs in a very orderly manner.
- **Inside/Out** - This option allows users to process vectors from the inside out. For example, the letter “O” has an inside and an outside vector path. It is often desirable to process the internal path before the external path. Selecting the Inside/Out option allows the user to process all internal paths prior to the external paths.
- Vector processing functionality for non-Bezier software such as AutoCAD has been enhanced.

**Please Note!** – The new vector sorting/optimization features for the Fusion are only available when a vector job is printed from the Job Manager. Printing directly from the Fusion driver to the laser will not activate the vector sorting/optimize features. To use Vector Sorting/Optimization in the Fusion follow these steps:

1) Print your job from the driver to the Job Manager
2) Select the job from the Job Manager, select the vector sorting option you want to use and then print to the Fusion.
**Installation:**

Uninstall the old Job Manager before installing the new Job Manager. Go to Control Panel – Programs and Features Select the Job Manager and Uninstall.

After uninstalling the old Job Manager install the new Job Manager using the EpilogJobManagerInstaller_64bit_1.2.3 file. (There is also a 32bit version).

**Using the Job Manager for Vector Sorting/Optimization:**

1) Print your job from the Fusion driver to the Job Manager - The Vector Sorting/Optimization function for the Fusion is only available from the Job Manager.

2) Print the job from the Job Manager to the Fusion. We have found that it’s easiest to deselect the “Send to Laser” option in the Fusion driver and only print the job to the Job Manager when there is a job that requires Vector Sorting/Optimization.
3) Open the Job Manager. Double click on the job to be processed.

4) The Vector Sorting options are in the Job Information window and are shown below. The default setting is Optimize. The sorting options are: None, Inside Out, and Optimize.
5) After selecting the appropriate option for your vector job, click the Quick Print icon to print the job to the laser. In the example below we have changed the Vector Sorting option to Inside-Out.